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A little bit about us…  
Hey... We´re Emi and Holly 

Emi Hugo Gimenez - Argentinian, 27 
Holly May Williams - British, 22

We like to get to know everybody we work with and meet so its only right 
you know a little about us! 

Meeting each other working as a professional slackliner (Emi), and a sports 
specialist (Holly), on the worlds biggest cruise ships (Royal Caribbean), we 
couldn't have found more of a perfect match for each other, making one 
another so incredibly happy... Now with the aim to make others as happy as 
we are.

We are both currently working as content creators, entertainers, full-time 
travellers, blog writers, photographers, models, videographers, editors, 
coaches and more... You name it. 

Our philosophy on this beautiful planet is to enjoy, learn and live every 
second we have. Taking every opportunity we can and making people smile 
along the way.   

We love to try new things, adventure, express our journeys through 
photography, videography and writing… We work with people who we 
believe have a good heart, and are genuine people who we can also have 
a good time with! 



Not your average content creators… 
We thrive of trying new things, and combining different skills, arts, styles together to 

make something special. 

Both having sporting backgrounds, especially Emi who is a professional Slackliner and Highlienr, 
we know we can bring something different to the content creation world..  

And both having the love for learning and making people smile, makes us believe that this is 
something that we were made to do.  

We love seeing peoples ideas, businesses and energy which people have when they have a real 
passion for something. 

If you’re looking for a way to boost your marketing and expand your audience, and up those 
sales… We are really passionate about what we do, meaning we will always deliver the best 
content for you, and we aim to give way more than we did the last time, as we like a challenge!  

If you want to see what we can do, see for yourselves! 



We have built a trusted strong audience and following which is growing!  
We like to consider ourselves different, as we like to connect with our work on a personal level. The 

most important thing for us is to enjoy what we do, and to work with people who have a passion for what 
they do so we can help make it shine!  

We also have a blog in progress… Along with personalised travel guides which will have 
recommendations for accommodation, food, drink spots, the best places to hang out and more! 

Why work with us? 



@the_blondenomad 
(Holly) 

Our Audience 

Age Group :17-65 

Gender: 49% women 51% men 

Impressions weekly: 54,645  

Countries: UK 61% 
                USA 11% 
                Australia 3% 

 

Age Group :13-65 

Gender: 39% women 61% men 

Impressions weekly: 71,121 

Countries: Brazil 60% 
                USA 31% 
                Spain 5% 

 

@gimenezemi 
(Emi) 

We use separate instagram accounts because it 
gives us a wider reach, for example Emi being 
Argentinian, he has a larger latino following. 
However Holly being from England, has a 
stronger English speaking following.  

 
Check out our instagrams to see our live 
following and see what we are up too!  

We both are very similar people with the same 
heart and minds, however our taste, style and 
following is different… which we think is really 
cool and something to keep!  

We use Instagram, Facebook, TikTok and our blog 
to promote. We also always leave reviews on 
travel websites such as booking.com and Trip 
Advisor. 

Being super flexible people, we aim to focus on 
whatever spacific area of your business you want 
to focus.  

We are here for you, so we want to do what you 
want us to do and more! 



PROMOTE YOUR 
BUSINESS WITH US… 

STAND OUT



What we offer  
In today’s digital world a picture says 1000 words….and a  
video says 100,000 words! We’ve worked with many brands  
to create both photo and video content packs. 

Photoshoot &  Digital Photo Package  
10 edited images and 10 original  
$50 USD
+ anything from your brand needing to be used in the shoot 

Photoshoot &  Short Video Package  
10 edited images 
2 x 20 second edited videos 
$99 USD 
+ anything from your brand needing to be used in the shoot 

Complete Photo & Video Package  
Photoshoot models & styling 
15 edited images 
1 edited 60 second video  
20 sec video 
$150 USD 
+ anything from your brand needing to be used in the shoot

Content 
Creation  



• Social media coverage on each of our profiles during the time we are 
working with you 

• Continuous posting on our channels, depending on product 
• Blog features and mentions in the personalised travel guides for tourists  
• 2 - 15 second videos on each social media  
• Instagram feature posts 
• 12 x 3 slider set of Instagram stories 
• 2 Tik Tok Videos depending on product 
• Your business added to the appropriate section of our blog 
• Youtube videos onto our channel  

Rate: We are very flexible with our pricing and ideas on whatever you 
have in mind.   

We also take exchanges 

Message us or Email to discuss  

Email - emiandhollycreate@gmail.com  
Instagram - Holly: @the_blondenomad 
                    Emi: @gimenezemi

We offer a variety of options ! All flexible if you just drop us a message or email.  
If there is a certain idea you have in mind, or think you could create something really  
eye catching and you just want our help… we are here!  

What we offer  

We are 
flexible! 

Let us know 
what you want 

We can do it 

Together!  



Examples of people 
we have worked 

with…



We can’t wait to work 
with you…

thenomaddiaries.com 

emiandhollycreate@gmail.com 

+6287771825452 

+34679514602

Instagram  

Emi - @Gimenezemi 

Holly - @the_blondenomad

See you soon!  

Love Emi and Holly x


